
What’s Solar equipped ? 400 
Watts solar and 3000 watt 

inverter (watch tv for hours, 
enjoy A/C ,cpap, coffee maker 

and all outlets)

Palomino RV - solar 
equipped the way it was meant-
enjoy freedom  , no Generators, 
no Grid power!  Enjoy your RV 

wherever you want

What can I run with solar ? 
Standard on your unit Battery Monitor. It 

instantly calculates solar in and power 
out to let you know how long your 

battery will last. Want more time, add 
solar or batteries, or just use to manage 

what you have.  

8hr44minute



Introduction to solar

When developing a quality solar solution there are several 
concepts that should be remembered.

• Energy is the capacity for doing work. It essentially tells you how 
much work can be done. Energy can take different forms, but 
when dealing with electricity or solar, you will define energy as 
Watt Hours. Watt Hours = Watts x Hours. Multiplying an 
appliances wattage, by how long it will run for will give you its 
energy value. Multiplying a panel’s wattage by the peak solar 
hours will give you its energy value. You can also think of energy 
in terms your paycheck, if you make $8/hour and work for 5 
hours, you have $8 x 5 Hours = $40.

• Power is defined as rate of doing work. It essentially tells you 
how quickly you can produce energy. Power takes on different 
forms, but when dealing with electricity or solar, you will define 
power as a Watt. As stated before, Watts = Volts x Amps. 
Multiplying the panel’s voltage by amperage will give you a 
wattage value. This is also true for an appliance. You can also 
think of power in terms of how much money you make hourly at 
a job, i.e. $8/hour.
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Monitor displays time of battery life left at current 
load, most intuitive display on the market

Renogy
RBC50D1S-G1 

3000-watt inverter with multi-stage 
battery charger. 

120volt 13,500BTU Air 
conditioner. 

Shore Power 

Use the tow vehicle to 
generate power as 

needed, use with stock 
alternator.  Up to 
600watts an hour.
Anderson Cables

W-DDX-7 & W-DDX-23

Batteries 4 100 ah for 4800 kwh 
stored =

RBC50D1S-G1 
by Renogy
and SCRB-2 

Junction box

Rover 60A by 
Renogy and 

SCRB-2 
Junction box

4 Renogy 100 
Watt flex 

panels

2 Renogy
300  Watt 
portable 
panels 

(optional
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Load Shed Box allow you to utilize 
and monitor each outlet of power to 

understand your use and limit the 
demand your self at a touch of a 

button.
Lights, tv, refrigerator can run for 

days with out charge 

8 hr 44 
minutes left

Current load on 
system 10.3 amps 

at 13.2 volts



3000W 12V PURE SINE WAVE INVERTER 
CHARGER W/ LCD DISPLAY
R-INVT-PCL1-30111S

When using shore 
power the Inverter 
charges batteries 
at 780 watts an 
hour ,about 7 
hours to refill. 
65charger is rated 
amps



DCC50S 12V 50A DC-DC ON-BOARD 
BATTERY CHARGER WITH MPPT
RBC50D1S-G1

Via the Anderson 
connector on the A-
Frame of your trailer 
you can charge 
600watts of power into 
your Trailer batteries as 
you drive from the tow 
vehicle. Currently the 7 
way plug only allow 5-7 
amps or 60-84 watts an 
hour. 



100 WATT 12 VOLT FLEXIBLE MONOCRYSTALLINE 
SOLAR PANEL
RNG-100DB-H (you have 4 of these on your roof)



ROVER LI 60 AMP MPPT SOLAR 
CHARGE CONTROLLER
RNG-CTRL-RV60 this is the charge controller that 
your rear wall solar junction box is connected to. 
Just add any solar panel to start harvesting green 
power. 



Charge Controllers 

• WHAT IS A CHARGE CONTROLLER?
• Solar Charge controllers regulate the power received from 

solar panels to charge your 12v batteries safely. There are 
two types of controllers, PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) 
and MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking).

• WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MPPT AND 
PWM?

• The main differences between the two are the charging 
efficiency and cost. MPPT controllers are more efficient 
than PWM controllers at battery charging (MPPT: 90%+ 
efficiency; PWM: 0%-80% efficiency). PWM controllers 
are more inexpensive than their MPPT counterparts. 
MPPT units also have the capability of charging higher 
rated voltage battery banks such as: 24V , 48V , 72V, etc. 
and have an auto recognition feature.



300W PORTABLE SOLAR PANEL
DEHCO part FSP300D Optional portable panel 
available via your dealership or ebay

Option 300 watt panel  
be helpful for charging 
while parked in the 
shade or to help rapid 
charge your batteries or 
extend your appliance 
use during the day. 

Combine in series or in 
parallel to add 300 or 
600 watts to your 
batteries. two of these 
600 watts plus your 
roofs 400 will charge 
your batteries to full in 
5.5 hours of full direct 
sun in summer 
southern states.  



How much energy can a solar panel generate over a period of time? 

The power generated by the panel is given in Watts. In theory, to calculate energy 
production you must multiply the number of hours the panels are exposed to the 
sun, by the rated watts on the panel.  

Location of the panels will influence how much PV power can be produced. 400 
watts will produce 1.6 kw on a sunny day.  4-5.5 times the panel size, on a 
summer day. 



LITHIUM-IRON PHOSPHATE BATTERY 12 
VOLT 100AH
RBT100LFP12S-G1 (You have 4 of these for 400AH)



Storage 

• Things to consider when choosing a battery: 
• Important fact: Lead batteries can only discharge and 

recharge to limited percentage before being damaged. 
Lithium will maintain 13.1 volts up to the final few 
percent of storage and can be recharged to 100 percent.

• Average Lithium battery weighs 43% less than lead.
• Battery capacity is measured in Amp Hours. Amp hours 

need to be converted into watt hours. 
• Formula: X (Battery size in AH) x Y ( Battery voltage) = Z 

Power available in watt hours. 
• Example: A 12-volt, 20 AH battery would produce 240 

watt hours. This means the battery could supply 240 
watts for 1 hour.

20AH (X) x 12V (Y) = 240 WH (Z)
Weight Comparison: 
RNG-AGM12-100Ah=66lbs
RNG-GEL 100Ah=60lbs
RNG-Lithium Iron 100Ah=28.1lbs   



SOLAR ROOFTOP JUNCTION 
BOX W/ MC4 CONNECTORS
SRCB-2 ( this is on the roof and 
the rear wall of your RV used for 
hooking up solar panel to your 
charge controller)



POWER PROTECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
LOAD SHED AND BREAKER PANEL ALL IN ONE

CH001









How Much Energy Does My RV Need? 
The power consumption of most appliances is given in Watts. To 
determine how much energy my appliances will use, simply multiply 
the power consumption, by the hours of intended use. For example, 
if I want to run my air conditioner for two hours I will need 
approximately 2880 watts of energy (w)1440 x 2 (H). A typical person 
will use approximately 1.2Kw of power a day (without air 
conditioning). 

Examples:
iPhone 6 watts
Air Conditioner 1440 watts
LED Television 200 watts 
Keurig coffee maker 300 watts
LED lighting/16’ TT 90 watts
Water pump 45 watts
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